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Abstract

Firms have invested heavily in information systems that collectively form an enterprise’s system. While many senior executives believe their enterprise’s systems have been “deployed” successfully they also believe they fall short of their potential informational impact. This research bridges deployment-related and impact-related assimilation research by recognizing the important role information integration plays in achieving significant informational impact from enterprise systems. We define information integration as the extent to which enterprise systems have been integrated to enable delivery of the right information to the right person at the right time and information impact as the extent to which information is utilized to support and enable business strategies and activities. After investigating the relationship between information integration and information impact, we identify and test the antecedents to information integration including external pressure and information systems resources. This research, when completed, will provide an important extension to the assimilation and information research streams.
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Introduction

For decades, firms have dedicated substantial financial resources to information systems designed to support specified functions (e.g., accounting, manufacturing), decision making (e.g., decision support systems, executive support systems), and coordination of cross-functional and/or inter-organizational business processes (e.g., supply chain management), which collectively form an organization’s enterprise systems (ES). However, organizations often face great challenges in achieving the full potential of their enterprise systems. To explore the causes, researchers have spent substantial effort to investigate the acquisition, implementation, and deployment of enterprise systems (e.g., Grover 1993; Rai and Bajwa 1997; Saundar and Clark 1992). One sub-stream of the information technology (IT) assimilation research focuses on the deployment aspect by investigating the process from an organization’s initial awareness of an innovation to large-scale deployment within the organization (e.g., Cho and Kim 2001-2002, Fichman and Kemerer 1997). Alternatively, another sub-stream of IT assimilation research has examined assimilation further along the innovation lifecycle - as the outcome (or impact) of adopting a technology. For example, Armstrong and Sambamurthy (1999) define IT assimilation as “the effective application of IT in supporting, shaping, and enabling firms’ business strategies and value-chain activities” (p. 306). Liang et al. (2007) focus on enterprise systems and adopt the definition of assimilation by Purvis et al. (2001) as “the extent to which the use of technology diffuses across the organizational projects or work processes and becomes routinized in the activities of those projects and processes”.

We propose that the two sub-streams of assimilation research need to be further connected by considering the integration of information systems in organizations. Because both deployment-related and impact-related assimilation studies have primarily focused on the assimilation of a single IT innovation or IT in general, they tend to assume that technology will integrate well with the existing technologies and systems in organizations. Outcome-related assimilation research such as Armstrong and Sambamurthy (1999) references deployment-related assimilation research but does not explicitly focus on the information link. This study recognizes the need to look beyond the technical artifact of enterprise systems deployment to focus on the information delivered by them; hence, we investigate the use of enterprise systems in the form of information integration, a concept that describes the extent to which ES have been integrated to enable delivery of the right information to the right person at the right time. As depicted in Figure 1, information integration which comes after deployment and is necessary to achieve substantial impact of ES, acts as a critical link between the two sub-streams of assimilation research. Deployment of enterprise systems is representative of a minimum level of assimilation whereby hardware, software, networking and initial data specifications are implemented. Information integration implies a richer level of assimilation whereby the organization implements data delivery that is contextual, meaningful, accurate and appropriate to all individuals resulting in significantly positive impact on processes and activities. As observed in practice, a successful initial implementation does not necessarily lead to information integration or impact. Hence, it is important to focus on information integration as a closer antecedent to the outcome of ES.

We define information impact as the extent to which information provided by ES is utilized to support and enable business strategies and activities. The research questions we address in this study include: How does enterprise systems’ information integration influence information impact? What are the antecedents to information integration? Next we provide a review of each relevant research stream and develop the research hypotheses. We then propose a methodology to test the hypotheses and discuss the contributions of this research.
Enterprise Systems

In our conversations with senior managers they refer to and assess their enterprise systems as an amalgam rather than a specific application area. This perception of enterprise systems is in part due to the fact that systems today are often provided by various vendors; they may require diverse information formats, computing platforms, programming models, and middleware to tie them together to prevent potential incompatibility. In essence, enterprise systems’ components are parsed together with other systems in organizations to form an enterprise systems platform useful to the organization’s users. The increasing complexity and the rapid changes in technology products further aggravates the need to deploy ES component parts which are beyond assessment lens of senior managers, except at a high “enterprise systems” level. Surprisingly, even though this is how most general and senior managers view their enterprises systems, little research on deployment-related assimilation and outcome-related assimilation has considered the integration of collective information systems throughout the entire organization. However, we contend it is this amalgam of enterprise systems resources that senior executives are assessing relative to perceived outcome payoffs. Thus, the scope of this study is the entire set of information systems being used by organizations.

Systems Integration

A number of studies focus on the technical aspect of systems integration (e.g., Byrd and Turner 2000; Duncan 1995). They describe systems integration in terms of technology connectivity and compatibility and data transparency, and concentrate on the availability and implementation of network and telecommunication technologies. Recognizing that in order to understand the impact of systems integration the focus should not be restricted to the technical level, other studies explore to what extent the systems in a firm can be integrated to enhance its business performance (e.g., Premkumar et al. 1994; Ramamurthy et al.1999). Researchers have identified and adopted various dimensions of integration such as internal integration and external integration (Crum et al. 1996; Iacovou et al. 1995; Ramamurthy et al. 1999), and intra-function, cross-functional, multidivisional/multinational, and inter-organizational integration (Rai et al. 2000). In addition, Barki and Pinsonneault (2005) identify six types of organizational integration: internal-operational, internal-functional, external-operational-forward, external-operational-backward, external-operational-lateral, and external-functional.

Information Integration

While we acknowledge the theoretical and practical value of the prior work on systems integration, in this research we emphasize the need to look beyond the technical and process attributes of the enterprise systems artifacts and to focus on their output – the information itself. We argue that how information is made available throughout enterprise systems to the right person at the right time has more practical relevance to senior executives than how enterprise systems are technically integrated.

According to Ackoff (1989), information is data that has been given meaning. Similarly, Glazer (1991) defines information as data that are organized, placed in context, and provided with meaning. Rouse (2002) identifies information as a collection of data in a form that facilitates communication and use. Information systems are the mechanisms that produce and deliver information; they are the means to an end – the information.

Porter’s seminal work points out that information provided by IT is an important asset to organizations and helps organizations gain competitive advantage (Porter 1985). Since then a number of researchers have tried to look beyond technical aspects of IT and information systems to emphasize the role of information usage and management (Glazer 1993; Marchand et al. 2000, 2001; Mithas, Ramasubbu and Sambamurthy 2008). For example, Mithas et al. (2008) propose and test a model that links information management capability with organizations’ customer management capability, process management capability, and performance management capability, which lead to improved organizational performance. Besides the aforementioned scholars, senior managers also share a similar view of information in organizations. These managers recognize what organizations value IT the most is its role in managing the information that their organizations rely on regardless of the technologies adopted by IT (Applegate, Austin and McFarlan 2007; Ragowsky, Licker and Gefen 2008). Therefore, when investigating integration of enterprise systems, we propose that how information systems or technologies are technically integrated, while important, may not be as important as how information can be obtained and used throughout organizations as a result of integration.
A review of the information integration literature reveals that prior studies of information integration have been either technical or supply chain oriented. On the technical side, Giachetti (2003) presents an enterprise information integration framework consisting of four levels: systems, data, applications, and processes, and reviews the current and potential technologies of information integration. Bernstein and Haas (2008) provide a review of tools and technologies that can be used to integrate information in the enterprise. A few researchers have also examined information integration in supply chains. Devaraj et al. (2007) investigates the mediating role of production information integration in the supply chain. Their production information integration construct encompasses both customer and supplier information sharing and collaborative efforts that improve information accuracy. Patnayakuni et al. (2006) define information flow integration for supply chain coordination as “the extent to which operational, tactical, and strategic information is shared between a firm and its supply chain partners for supply chain coordination” (p. 22). Rai et al. (2006) examine the relationship between IT infrastructure integration, supply chain process integration, and firm performance. Our study extends the existing literature on information integration by investigating the antecedents and impact of information integration in enterprise systems.

We define information integration as the extent to which enterprise systems have been integrated to enable delivery of the right information to the right person at the right time. In other words, information integration is delivery of data that is contextually meaningful, accurate and timely enough to have the potential of positive informational impact if it is used by the appropriate person at the right time. People and use of information can be positioned both hierarchically and along a process in an organization. Hence, we identify that information integration consists of both hierarchical and process information integration. Figure 2 illustrates this concept adapted from the dimensions identified in Scheer (1994).

![Figure 2. Dimensions of Information Integration (Adapted from Scheer 1994)](image_url)

The vertical structure in the figure represents hierarchical information integration, representing the extent to which enterprise systems have been integrated to deliver necessary information to individuals at different levels – operational, managerial, and strategic – of organizations. Hierarchical information integration provides managers at every level with timely and relevant information with which decisions are based.

Line managers require useful and accurate information about daily activities to make decisions not only about current operations but also future operations. When a deviation from the target performance occurs in operational activities, managers need to receive timely notification and relevant information that help them analyze the characteristics of the issue and determine the appropriate corrective action to resolve the issue. Planning for future operations also requires timely delivery of the right information to operational managers (Heijnen and Lukszo 2006) (2006). Furthermore, hierarchical information integration can deliver needed information to middle managers to accomplish corporate objectives laid out at the strategic level by effectively allocating the limited resources to the right person at the right time. When systems at the managerial level are integrated, timely and accurate information is available for middle managers to make effective managerial decisions related to budget, sales, and production operations.
planning (Laudon and Laudon 2003). At the executive level, strategic decision making requires timely and relevant information as well. Constantly monitoring information about their organizations from a variety of sources, top executives often need to make strategic decisions that have significant impact on their organizations. The importance of information to strategic decision making has been examined extensively (e.g., Kumar and Palvia 2001; Vandenbosch and Huff 1997).

The horizontal structure of the figure depicts the process aspect of information integration, which represents the extent to which enterprise systems have been integrated to deliver the necessary information throughout business practices within organizations and across their supply chains (Davenport 1998; Kelly et al. 1999; Markus and Tanis 2000). Process information integration reflects the interconnection of the information systems located in different functional areas within organizations and between organizations and their business partners (Iacovou et al. 1995; Massetti and Zmud 1996; Rai et al. 2000). As the result of process information integration, people involved in a business process can exchange information with others in the same process. Integration of business processes that occurs across the supply chain allows the focal firm and its trading partners to access each other’s information when and where appropriate.

**Information Impact**

Businesses operate in a competitive setting where they strive to gain competitive advantages by formulating strategies such as reducing production cost, being a low-cost producer, maintaining operational flexibility, enhancing supplier/customer relationships, and offering new products and services (Porter 1980). In the meanwhile, businesses are engaged in value chain activities (Porter 1985). Many studies examine the impact of IT by focusing on its influence on businesses’ strategies (e.g., Bakos and Treacy 1986) and value chain activities (e.g., Glazer 1993). Therefore, borrowing from the definition of IT assimilation as “the effective application of IT in supporting, shaping, and enabling firms’ business strategies and value-chain activities” by Armstrong and Sambamurthy (1999, p. 306), we define information impact as the extent to which information provided by enterprise systems is utilized to support and enable business strategies and value-chain activities.

According to our definition of information impact, one dimension of the impact is the extent to which information is used to develop and implement corporate strategies for reducing production costs, increasing operations flexibility, providing value-added customer service, and attracting new customers (Armstrong and Sambamurthy 1999; Chatterjee et al. 2002; Porter 1998), which requires accurate and timely information (Dearing 1990; Ramamurthy et al. 1999; Truman 2000). Information is an important asset that helps formulate and execute corporate strategies because it allows the organization to be flexible and agile in planning and incorporating enterprise-wide resources in response to an increasingly complex and turbulent business world (Marchand et al. 2001). Studies by such researchers such as Marchand et al. (2000, 2001) and Mithas et al. (2008) find that proactive information usage in business functions and processes is a dynamic capability driven by people that are well informed. Hence we propose that when enterprise systems are integrated in a manner that relevant information can be effectively delivered to the right person at the right time, the firm has the ability to formulate strategies so as to take advantage of potential opportunities or promptly respond to business needs.

Another dimension of information impact is associated with the extent to which information is used to support business activities. Conducting essential business activities such as those related to supply chain operations require accurate and up-to-date information to facilitate coordination. For example, the supply chain is a process of taking inputs in the form of material, people, and equipment and transforming them into goods and services for customers. This process involves a series of activities that are mutually interdependent with one another. Effective supply chain performance is based on seamless coordination which is the result of the improved information exchanges (Hart and Estrin 1991; Ramamurthy et al. 1999; Rai 2006). Information integration within enterprise systems facilitates the collection, comparison and aggregation of information from various processes in various parts of the organization, leading to a better use of information in operational decision-making and coordination. Therefore, we hypothesize:

**H1:** The level of information integration in the organization’s enterprise systems positively influences the extent of information impact in the organization.

Next, we draw from institutional theory and resource-based view of the firm and identify external pressure and information systems resources as the antecedents of information integration in enterprise systems. In addition, we propose that external pressure to achieve information integration and information systems resources that organizations possess also moderate the relationship between information integration and information impact.
External Pressure

According to institutional theory, organizations operate in an open environment and unavoidably come across various external pressures that constrain their behaviors. These external forces represent socially prescribed norms, values, and expectations to which organizations must conform in order to sustain necessary social resources for their survival (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977). DiMaggio and Powell (1983) identify three institutional pressures: mimetic, coercive, and normative. Mimetic forces arise when an innovation is taken by the leading companies in the industry or by a majority of a firm’s competitors (Haunschild and Miner 1997; Oliver 1997). A firm may perceive pressures from what their competitors and leading companies in the industry have done and respond by imitating them. Coercive forces are largely caused by pressures from other organizations on which the focal organization is dependent (Mukhopadhyay and Kekre 2002; Provan 1980). Firms tend to comply with coercive pressures derived from the demands of its important business partners in order to maintain a business relationship. Normative forces stem from a process of professionalization, involving social learning in the network context (Abrahamson 1996; Swanson and Ramiller 1997). Normative forces arise as the organization is heavily exposed to the information distributed by influential third parties such as professional associations, industrial associations, consultants, and vendors. These external sources may influence the organization’s perception about a particular innovation and practice. As a result, the organization feels the need to take actions suggested by these parties (Wilson et al. 1994). Empirical studies have shown that institutional pressures influence the way a firm reacts to a certain IT innovation (e.g., Teo et al. 2003).

We define external pressure as the extent to which the organization (through its senior managers’ influence) experiences the need to respond to the mimetic, coercive, and normative pressures it perceives. Achieving information integration in enterprise systems often incurs high cost and involves a prolonged and continuing process that requires the organization to devote substantial organizational resources. In addition, information integration often entails substantial changes in terms of organizational structures, culture, and the ways of doing business (Markus et al. 2000). Hence, given the complexity and uncertainty involved in the prolonged process and extensive organizational changes, the organization may not consider enhancing the information integration of its enterprise systems unless it feels the need to react to the external pressures demanding it to do so. Overall, we propose that the extent to which organizations are subject to external pressures is positively associated with the degree of information integration in their enterprise systems. We hypothesize that:

\[ H2: \text{The external pressure to achieve information integration positively influences the extent of information integration in enterprise systems.} \]

Information Systems Resources

It should be recognized, however, that even when organizations face the same amount of mimetic, coercive, and normative pressure from the institutional environment that they operate in, their responses often vary due to the differences in their technical and organizational characteristics (Ang and Cummings 1997, Beck and Walgenbach 2005, Westphal et al. 1997). In line with the earlier studies examining the organizational contingencies that impact organizational responses to institutional pressures, we argue the extent of information integration in organizations also depends on their internal capabilities, especially information systems resources. According to the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm, a firm’s resources include its assets and capabilities available and useful to the firm to detect and react to opportunities or threats (Christensen and Overdorf 2000; Sanchez et al. 1996). Based on a number of conceptual frameworks defining what constitutes IS resources (e.g., Bharadwaj 2000, Samburmurthy et al. 2003), Wade and Hulland (2004) identify IS resources as the assets and capabilities associated with external relationships management, IS/business partnership, market responsiveness capability, IS planning and change management, IS infrastructure, IS technical skills, IS development, and cost effective IS operations.

Due to the complexity and scope that enterprise systems information integration may involve, a firm needs to have the relevant IS resources to cope with the technical and organizational challenges that information integration may entail. First, IS/business partnerships reflect a firm’s ability to manage internal relationships such as the alignment between IS functions and other functional areas or departments. Because information integration in enterprise systems will have organizational-level impacts, the firm needs to shape consensus among managers around the potential opportunities and risks when integrating the information systems in the entire enterprise. IS/business partnerships represent an organizational capability to form such consensus between senior managers in IS and business communities (Armstrong and Samburmurthy 1999). Secondly, the IS function’s capability to rapidly
respond to market changes affects a firm’s information integration status. This capability involves the collection of information from sources external to the firm, the dissemination of a firm’s market intelligence across departments, and the organization’s response to that learning. With this capability, information can be effectively updated since firms know where and to whom the collected information should be delivered. Thus, when a firm can vigilantly respond to market situations, it is likely that enterprise systems can be integrated in such a way that accurate and up-to-date information is effectively delivered. Thirdly, the ability for effective IS planning and change management could have a profound impact on information integration status because information integration requires an overarching plan from which a firm can evaluate and use appropriate technologies to integrate a network of information systems that are dispersed within and across organizations. Fourth, an effective IS operation is critical to achieving a high level of information integration. If the IS function of a firm does not have the capability to provide dependable IS services, the firm cannot make the integrated enterprise systems work as effectively as they are supposed to. Hence, we hypothesize:

**H3: The information systems resources that a firm possesses positively influence the extent of information integration in enterprise systems.**

**Moderating Roles of External Pressure and Information Systems Resources**

Although we propose that a higher degree of information integration in ES tends to lead to higher information impact in organizations, we also recognize that making the right information available to the right person at the right time does not necessarily indicate that the person will use that information in his or her decision making.

Marchand (2005) points out business managers often fail to focus on how effectively information is used by individuals in their organizations. Marchand et al. (2000) argue that IT improves business performance only if information is managed effectively and employees have the right behaviors and values for working with information. Whether and how much individuals effectively use the information provided by integrated ES depends on a number of factors, one of which is senior executives’ attitude toward effective information use. Having recognized the institutional pressures from the external environment, senior executives perceive it to be important to achieve information integration in their ES and intend to do so. They then act as “the primary human agency that translate external influences into managerial actions such as changing organizational structures and establishing policies based on their perceptions and beliefs of institutional practices” (Liang et al. 2007, p. 63). Senior executives not only need to develop an information strategy that focuses on employee and manager training to properly use information and promotes an “open, action-oriented company culture” (Marchand et al. 2000, p. 73) but also need to reinforce the right information mindset, behaviors and values of employees and managers. The greater external pressure to achieve information integration perceived by senior executives, the more likely they will promote the right information behaviors and values in their organizations and the greater information impact will result from information integration. Furthermore, the IS functional area also plays a key role in cultivating the right information management culture throughout the organization. An organization with slack IS resources is more likely to devote resources to promote effective use of information by employees through training activities and establishing incentive and monitoring mechanisms. IS resources also enable IS function to communicate and work with business units more efficiently to encourage employees’ information usage behavior. The greater IS resources possessed by the organization, the more likely it will create the organizational information culture emphasizing effective information usage. Therefore, we propose that:

**H4: The external pressure to achieve information integration moderates the relationship between information integration and information impact.**

**H5: The information systems resources that a firm possesses moderate the relationship between information integration and information impact.**

In addition, we identify a set of control variables such as organizational size, industry type, and time since heavy investment in information integration based on the existing IT assimilation literature. Past studies (e.g., Armstrong and Sambamurthy 1999; Liang et al. 2007) recognize that larger organizations have more slack resources that allow them to experiment with innovative practices and absorb the cost of such experimentation more easily than smaller organizations (Damanpour 1987). Industry type may also affect information impact in the organization. For example, for manufacturing industries the role of information may be greater in supporting value-chain activities than in supporting business strategies. Additionally, the time since the organization started investing heavily in achieving information integration in its enterprise systems may also influence information impact because of
organizational learning effect (Fichman 2001). Figure 3 schematically shows the research model consisting of major theoretical constructs and their hypothesized relationship.

![Figure 3. Research Model](image)

**Research Methodology**

The next step of the research is to empirically test the five hypotheses. The analysis is performed at the organizational level because the major constructs in our research model are associated with organizations. For each construct, we have identified existing measures in the literature and adapted them to our research domain. Then pertinent scales were reviewed by a group of IS experts for their coverage of content and psychometric properties. Examples of construct operationalizations are presented in the appendix. In the next step, the survey instruments are pilot tested on a representative sample of the target population and the instrument is modified based on the feedback from the respondents.

We have conducted a field survey of senior executives for the following reasons. Senior executives who act as key strategic informants in their organizations are better able to have a holistic view of the major constructs in the research model such as the external pressures faced by their organizations, their IS resources, degree of information integration throughout their organizations, and organizational-level information impact. We are currently in the process of analyzing data using PLS statistical package. We will first assess the reliability, unidimensionality, convergence, and divergence of the reflective constructs. Then we will examine the structural model and estimate the relative strength of the relationships between the major constructs. We will also assess the severity of common method bias due to self-reported data (Podsakoff et al. 2003).

**Conclusion**

This research focuses on information provided by enterprises’ information systems and stresses the role played by information in facilitating business strategic and operational activities. Specifically, it examines the influence of information integration on information impact, which represents the informational outcome of using enterprise systems, and hypothesizes that the level of information integration is positively associated with information impact. Furthermore, we identify both external pressure and internal IS resources as two antecedents to information integration in enterprise systems. Finally, we propose that external pressure and IS resources moderate the relationship between information integration and information impact.

This study, when completed, will provide an important extension to the assimilation and integration research streams. By targeting integration within enterprise systems from an informational perspective, it contributes to the assimilation literature by focusing on a critical link between deployment-related assimilation research and outcome-related assimilation research. It also extends the integration literature by studying the information aspect of integration and identifying its influence on the outcome of integration. Future research may examine internal pressure as well as personal information behavior as additional antecedents of information integration. It will also be interesting to obtain objective data capturing individual usage of information to better understand the link between information integration and information impact at the individual level.
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## Appendix: Construct Operationalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Sample Operationalization</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Information Integration | **Process Information Integration (PII1):** Information systems in our firm are linked in such a manner that information captured in one part of a business process is available to other parts of the process.  
**Hierarchical Information Integration (HII1):** Information systems in our firm are linked in such a manner that information is available for top executives to form corporate strategies and policies. | Scheer 1994                                 |
| Information Impact      | Our firm is successful in applying information to support the business strategy of being a low-cost producer.  
Our firm is successful in applying information to execute inbound logistics activities.                                                                                                                                         | Armstrong and Sambamurthy 1999  
Chatterjee et al. 2002                                          |
| External Pressure       | Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statement:  
We perceive pressures to integrate our enterprise systems because many companies that we compete with have integrated their enterprise systems.                                                                                     | Hauschild and Miner 1997  
Kraatz 1998                                                        |
| IS Resources            | Our IS function has the ability to effectively build strong partnerships with other areas within the firm.                                                                                                                | Wade and Hulland 2004                       |